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QUICKSTART PROGRAM 
HOW TO GET FIGHTING FIT IN 4 WEEKS  
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Congratulations on deciding to get fighting fit with FitnessBoxingOnline. Now you can do an 
authentic Fitness Boxing workout at home, in the park or anywhere. Not only will you get fighting fit 
you will learn how to throw a great punch! This Quickstart program gives you week-by-week steps to 
get off on the right foot. But before you "step into the ring" please read my Golden Rule of Authentic 
Fitness Boxing.   

 In your corner, Patrick 
 

 
PLEASE READ THIS BIT!   Do I have to follow the Quickstart Program? 

This QuickStart Program is designed for people who are new to Authentic Fitness Boxing. If you can already box, you can 
progress faster. THE DVD DOWNLOAD has 2 main sections; THE DVD WORKOUT (if you already know how to do 
FitnessBoxing) and DVD BOXING TECHNIQUE (so you can learn the moves before starting THE DVD WORKOUT). THE 
DVD WORKOUT is 10 Rounds + CONDITIONING - approx. 45 minutes in all. Rounds 1-3 are Shadow Boxing, where you 
will warm up and learn the Combos. Padwork starts at Round 4 & is more technical, because you punch an actual  target. 
FBO is a program you “grow into”. It gets harder as you get better.  

HOT TIP: For an overview of FBO go to FitnessBoxingOnline.com. You'll also find plenty of tips and tricks in the Articles 
section. 

 
Week 1 - Getting Started: Technique + Shadow Boxing 
 
What you'll need: A DVD player or Computer to watch your DVD DOWNLOAD. 

How long, how often? 30 minutes  - every second day (ESD). Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday is a good plan. 

The DVD WORKOUT moves: Shadow Boxing: Fighting Stance and Switch, 
Footwork, Float like a Butterfly, Jab, Cross, Jab/Cross combos, Cardio Unders, 
Slips, Weaves, Cardio Overs.  

Here's what you do – each workout in Week 1:  
STEP 1: Start with the first 3 Rounds of the DVD WORKOUT (about 10 minutes 
in all). These 3 minute rounds are the Shadow Boxing warm up rounds of THE DVD WORKOUT and don't require a 
partner or equipment. Many Pro Boxers use Shadow  Boxing to warm-up and practice their combos. This will give you a 
chance to learn the basic moves before progressing to the more technical Partner Padwork (or punching bag / shadow 
boxing if you are training by yourself). They will also give you a snapshot of THE DVD WORKOUT and format. If you want 
a longer workout you can repeat these rounds and/or scroll ahead to the CONDITIONING section for some Ab / leg work 
(after ROUND 10). But only do Rounds 1-3 of THE WORKOUT at this stage. Boxing is intense - so just ease your 
way into it. 
STEP 2: Then (in the same session if you feel up to it) start the 20 BOXING TECHNIQUE section of the Boxout DVD – 
now you will begin to learn all moves for the entire program in more detail, including stance, authentic punches, pad 
holding, and advanced combos. Start to learn this now so you are ready for later on when you start doing partner 
spadework or bag work.  Please BE PATIENT – authentic punches are as technical as a tennis or swimming stroke – so 
this will take more than a few attempts to master – and works much better if you jump off the sofa and actually DO IT. So 
do a bit, replay it in slow motion – and donʼt expect perfection. Make a start and just stick with it. Think of each new punch 
as learning a new stroke in Tennis. You don't learn to play like Federer after one week!  

HOT TIP: Scroll to the end of THE DVD WORKOUT (chapter 14) – you will hear some inspiring "Getting Started" Tips from 
some of great Fitness Boxers – who have been doing my live classes.   

HOT TIP: If you wanted to train a bit more - you could repeat Rounds 1-3 again. The more you do on the basics, the better 
you'll be later. 

The Golden Rule of Authentic Fitness Boxing 
The better your technique, the better your results!  
Getting your Technique right at the start is WORTH IT! If you can punch and hold pads 
properly, it will be safer, more fun and more effective! So for the first few weeks, work harder on 
your technique than on your fitness – itʼs why FF4 includes lots of Technique Tips to help you  
become the best you can be. Learn to punch and hold pads correctly – you'll get fitter in the 
long run.  
 

THE GOALS OF WEEK 1:  
- Master the first 3 

rounds of the DVD 
WORKOUT. Cardio 
Shadowboxing.  

- Learn the “Art of the 
Punch.” 

MY GOLDEN RULE OF AUTHENTIC FITNESS BOXING 

THE BETTER YOUR TECHNIQUE, THE BETTER YOUR RESULTS

This means , at the start, work harder on your technique than your fitness. Getting 
through the “technique hump” requires practice, persistence and focus - but it’s 
worth it. Do this and your fitness will come. Remember Boxout is not aerobics - it’s 
authentic fitness boxing. 

You train the way boxers train.

EVEN IF YOU NEVER READ INSTRUCTIONS,   
JUST READ THIS BIT !

If you are COMPLETELY NEW TO BOXING or OUT OF SHAPE or BOTH 
you should start with SHADOW BOXING in the VIDEO WORKOUT (in front 
of a mirror, no equipment) for the first few rounds. Also try VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE to 
learn the moves.

If you have DONE SOME BOXING - say 12 MONTHS - AND ARE REASONABLY FIT you 
could attempt the entire VIDEO WORKOUT.

If you are a REAL PRO AND CAN ALREADY THROW A JAB, CROSS, LEFT HOOK, RIGHT 
CROSS COMBO IN GOOD FORM - you could start on THE MP3 WORKOUT

Even better, would be to follow this EasyStart Guide !

Well done for starting The Boxout Training System. Now you can do an authentic boxing 
workout at home, in the park or anywhere. This EasyStart guide gives you step by step 
guidance for your first 4 weeks. But before you “step into the ring” please read my Golden 
Rule of Authentic Fitness Boxing. 

 In your corner, 

Patrick Moore
Master Boxing Trainer

FOR A QUICK SNAPSHOT OF THE BOXOUT TRAINING SYSTEM -  

READ THIS

This 4 week EasyStart Guide is s suggested progression only. If you can already box well, you can 
progress faster. Or you can take it slower.

The VIDEO DOWNLOAD has 2 main sections; THE VIDEO WORKOUT (if you know how to box) and 
VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE (so you can learn). THE VIDEO WORKOUT consists of Rounds. The 
first Rounds are Shadow Boxing which is good for warming up and practicing your technique - and 
you don’t need equipment or a partner. Then you progress to training with actual boxing equipment 
- either partner pad work or a punching bag. Of course, you can keep shadow boxing the whole 
workout, but it is more fun to hit something ! 

Finally, you progress to AUDIO workouts on your Mp3 player, computer or mobile device. You’ve 
learned the moves - now you don’t need a screen.

HOT TIP: Check out the EasyStart Video on the DOWNLOAD or Find it on YouTube at  
Youtube.com/boxout  - Search - EASYSTART
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Week 1:
Lets Get Started -  Learn the basics by  
Shadow Boxing
Boxing is like swimming. Learn some technique before jumping in the deep end

What you’ll need: VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE from the DOWNLOAD, 
a Computer or mobile device - or you can burn to DVD.

How long, how often? 10-30 minutes - every second day (ESD). 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday is a good plan.

The moves: Shadow Boxing, Stance, Footwork, Float like a Butterfly, 
Basic Punches (Jab, Cross), Basic Combos, Cardio Unders, Slips, 
Weaves, Cardio Overs. 

Here’s what you do – each workout in Week 1: 
Start with Shadow Boxing. Stand in Front of a mirror and follow the 
moves on the screen. Do this for 3 Rounds of THE VIDEO WORKOUT. 
No equipment or partner required. Just follow the moves on the Screen. 
Shadow Boxing gives you a chance to learn the basic moves & format 
before progressing to the more technical Padwork. This is approximately 
10 minutes. Just follow the moves on the screen. 

If you want a longer workout…
Scroll ahead to the bonus CONDITIONING section for approx. 10 minutes some Ab / leg work. Or 
you can repeat those first 3 rounds of Shadow Boxing, which is another 10 minutes.

If you want to work on your technique and learn to punch really well..
Go to VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE section of The DOWNLOAD– now you will begin to learn all the 
moves for the entire program, including stance, Pro punches, pad holding, and advanced combos. 
Starting to learn this now, at a slow pace, will prepare you for later on. 

HOT TIPS: 
BE PATIENT
These are authentic punches - it’s not box-aerobics - so they will take some weeks to master. 
Authentic boxing punches are as technical as a tennis or swimming stroke

JUMP OFF THE SOFA
The VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE SECTION only works if you actually DO IT. Slow it down if you 
need to and stick with it. Think of each new punch as learning a new shot in Tennis. You don’t learn 
to play like Roger Federer after one week ! 

The Goals for Week 1:          

- Intro level cardio workout

-  Learn the basics by  
Shadow Boxing

-  Preparation for pad work & 
punching bag
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics 
 

 

 
The Left Jab 
Tip: Head stays 

straight, push off back 
foot. Look along the arm, 
like aiming a gun. 
Corkscrew the fist so 
you hit with the front 2 
knuckles. 

 

 

 
The Right Cross 
Tip: This is your power punch, 

so “put out the cigarette” with 
your right foot. This turns the 
hip and uses the core. 
Corkscrew & Look as in the 
Jab. 

 

The Uppercut 
Tip: Turn the palm 

upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use your 
core to generate power. 
Drop & drive - try not to 
“air swing” or drop other 
(non punching) fist. 

 

The Hook 
Tip: Turn palm to the floor. 

Punch “over the brick wall” 
with a solid, straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. Never 
“wild swing”. Use the core. 
Twist front foot in. 

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on 
pads. 

 

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before each 
new combo. Elbows and 
pads in close means 
punches will be better & 
is safer for pad holder  

The Right Cross   
Pad holder has 

elbow in tight – 
even touching his 
torso. Catch the 
punch donʼt whack 
it. 

 

The Left Jab  
Holder has 

elbow in tight 
as in Right 
Cross. Keep 
same stance. 

 

The Left Uppercut  
Holder turns pad 

down, chest height. 
Open the face, so 
they can see the 
dot. Elbow in tight. 

 
 

The Right 
Uppercut 

Same as Left 
Uppercut. Pad 
holder should 
stay in fighting 
stance too.  

Left Hook 
Pad Holder should 

keep the elbow in 
close to torso, and 
open the face of the 
pad, so they can see 
the dot. 

 

The Low Left 
Jab: 

Same as Left 
Jab but itʼs 
like a lunge - 
both drop 
down. Upper 
bodies stay 
sstraight. 

 

The Low Right 
Cross: 

Same as Low Left 
Jab. It is like a 
lunge. You will both 
feel it in the legs. 

 

Shadow Boxing
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Week 2 & 3 
The VIDeo WorkouT: Introducing Partner Padwork
What you’ll need: THE VIDEO WORKOUT, Boxing Workout Gloves (+ hand 
wraps for under) + focus  pads/mitts if with a partner OR a punching bag or 
equivalent if solo. If you don’t have equipment or a partner, you can still Shadow Box the whole 
workout.

With a partner:  Use focus pads / mitts OR you can do alternate 
rounds on a punching bag

By yourself: Punching bag or shadow boxing with mirror

How long, how often? Keep the ESD Plan from Week 1. Every 
Second Day

With a partner:  40-45 minutes* VIDEO WORKOUT   
* partner padwork always takes longer because you swap

By yourself:   30-35 minutes VIDEO WORKOUT (do every 
second pad/bag round)

The VIDEO WORKOUT moves: The moves + combos from Week 1 
– but now you do them on your actual boxing equipment. Higher skill 
but more fun. Now you get to really punch !

Here’s what you do each Workout in Week 2 & 3: 

You can now attempt the entire VIDEO WORKOUT. This means, in addition to shadow boxing (as in 
week 1) you do partner pad work (or bag, if you train solo). However, if you don’t know how to hold 
pads, study and do the VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE, which has a section on holding pads. The 
VIDEO WORKOUT is at a fast pace . You will get a safer, more fun and more effective workout if both 
partners have higher skill and control – for both punching and holding pads. So learn how to do the 
moves in slow motion first, before the fast paced cardio workouts.

HOT TIP If you are training by yourself (e.g. on a punching bag) give yourself “rest rounds” when it’s 
your turn to “hold pads” –  otherwise you might be training too hard too soon.

HOT TIP Round breaks are set at 30 seconds for the VIDEO WORKOUT. You can adjust them to one 
minute just by pausing the Video

The Goals of Week 2 & 3   

- Complete the entire VIDEO 
WORKOUT

- Be a good Pad Holder for 
your partner

- Learn how to use real boxing 
equipment
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics 
 

 

 
The Left Jab 
Tip: Head stays 

straight, push off back 
foot. Look along the arm, 
like aiming a gun. 
Corkscrew the fist so 
you hit with the front 2 
knuckles. 

 

 

 
The Right Cross 
Tip: This is your power punch, 

so “put out the cigarette” with 
your right foot. This turns the 
hip and uses the core. 
Corkscrew & Look as in the 
Jab. 

 

The Uppercut 
Tip: Turn the palm 

upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use your 
core to generate power. 
Drop & drive - try not to 
“air swing” or drop other 
(non punching) fist. 

 

The Hook 
Tip: Turn palm to the floor. 

Punch “over the brick wall” 
with a solid, straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. Never 
“wild swing”. Use the core. 
Twist front foot in. 

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on 
pads. 

 

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before each 
new combo. Elbows and 
pads in close means 
punches will be better & 
is safer for pad holder  

The Right Cross   
Pad holder has 

elbow in tight – 
even touching his 
torso. Catch the 
punch donʼt whack 
it. 

 

The Left Jab  
Holder has 

elbow in tight 
as in Right 
Cross. Keep 
same stance. 

 

The Left Uppercut  
Holder turns pad 

down, chest height. 
Open the face, so 
they can see the 
dot. Elbow in tight. 

 
 

The Right 
Uppercut 

Same as Left 
Uppercut. Pad 
holder should 
stay in fighting 
stance too.  

Left Hook 
Pad Holder should 

keep the elbow in 
close to torso, and 
open the face of the 
pad, so they can see 
the dot. 

 

The Low Left 
Jab: 

Same as Left 
Jab but itʼs 
like a lunge - 
both drop 
down. Upper 
bodies stay 
sstraight. 

 

The Low Right 
Cross: 

Same as Low Left 
Jab. It is like a 
lunge. You will both 
feel it in the legs. 

 

Partner Pad work
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WEEK 4 
auDIo WorkouT: Pro Punches, Combos &  
Harder Cardio

With the Audio Workout, now you can Boxout anywhere.

What you’ll need: The AUDIO WORKOUT DOWNLOAD, 
Mp3 player or similar, boxing gloves (+ wraps).

With a partner: Focus pads / mitts. (or you can share a bag, 
alternating rounds)

By yourself:  Punching bag or Shadow Boxing in front of a 
mirror

How long, how often? Keep the ESD Plan. Every Second Day

With a partner:  approx. 40-45 minutes = AUDIO WORKOUT  
* partner padwork always takes longer because you swap

By yourself:  approx. 20-25 minutes  = AUDIO WORKOUT

The AUDIO WORKOUT moves: All the moves from the VIDEO plus Pro punches & Combos and 
Harder Cardio

Here’s what you do each Workout in Week 4:

Glove up, play the AUDIO WORKOUT so you both can hear. 

Or, if you are training solo, you can transfer the tracks to your ipod, tablet or Mp3 and punch the bag 
or just shadow box. 

Each track is a separate round, so if you swap at the end of the round, restart the track.

HOT TIP  Do Round 1 of the AUDIO WORKOUT as a Shadow Boxing Warm up – just like the VIDEO 
WORKOUT 

HOT TIP  For a Tough Challenge – do back to back rounds on the AUDIO workout (i.e. no swapping)

HOT TIP  MP3 on an ipod or Mp3 player  - the pad holder can hear the combos with one headphone, 
and repeat them to puncher.  Or use speakers or laptop so you both can hear

Congratulations – YOU WENT THE DISTANCE!  
Where to now?   Here are some ideas:

 Why not train outdoors? Transfer AUDIO tracks to your ipod, laptop or tablet. If with a partner. •	
Use speakers so you both can hear.
 Boxout in a different location – Workout with the punching bag at your local gym with your  •	
ipod  calling the shots
 Boxout with different equipment  -  Punch a different punching bag or use rubber resistance •	
devices for Shadow Boxing
Join the Boxout  FitnessBoxing Community for fitness tips, new combos and fresh workouts•	

The Goals for Week 4   

- Try the Mp3 workout
- Master the pro combos 

Boxout on a  
Punching Bag 

Workout outdoors 
with a friend
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics

The Left Jab

Tip: Head stays 
straight, push off 
back foot. look along 
the arm, like aiming 
a gun. Corkscrew the 
fist so you hit with 
the front 2 knuckles.

The Right Cross

Tip: This is your power 
punch, so “put out the 
cigarette” with your 
right foot. This turns 
the hip and uses the 
core. Corkscrew & 
look as in the Jab.

The Uppercut

Tip: Turn the palm 
upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use 
your core to generate 
power. Drop & drive - 
try not to “air swing” 
or drop other (non 
punching) fist.

The Hook

Tip: Turn palm to the 
floor. Punch “over the 
brick wall” with a solid, 
straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. 
Never “wild swing”. 
Use the core. twist 
front foot in.

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on pads.

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before 
each new combo. 
Elbows and pads in 
close means punches 
will be better & is safer 
for pad holder

The Right Cross  

Pad holder has 
elbow in tight – even 
touching his torso. 
Catch the punch 
don’t whack it.

The Left Jab 

Holder has elbow 
in tight as in Right 
Cross. Keep same 
stance

. The Left Uppercut 

Holder turns pad 
down, chest height. 
Open the face, so 
they can see the dot. 
Elbow in tight.

The Right 
Uppercut

Same as Left 
Uppercut. Pad 
holder should stay 
in fighting stance 
too.

Left Hook

Pad Holder should 
keep the elbow in 
close to torso, and 
open the face of the 
pad, so they can see 
the dot.

The Low Left Jab:
Same as Left Jab 
but it’s like a lunge 
- both drop down. 
Upper bodies stay 
straight.

The Low Right 
Cross:
Same as Low Left 
Jab. It is like a lunge. 
You will both feel it in 
the legs.
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics 
 

 

 
The Left Jab 
Tip: Head stays 

straight, push off back 
foot. Look along the arm, 
like aiming a gun. 
Corkscrew the fist so 
you hit with the front 2 
knuckles. 

 

 

 
The Right Cross 
Tip: This is your power punch, 

so “put out the cigarette” with 
your right foot. This turns the 
hip and uses the core. 
Corkscrew & Look as in the 
Jab. 

 

The Uppercut 
Tip: Turn the palm 

upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use your 
core to generate power. 
Drop & drive - try not to 
“air swing” or drop other 
(non punching) fist. 

 

The Hook 
Tip: Turn palm to the floor. 

Punch “over the brick wall” 
with a solid, straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. Never 
“wild swing”. Use the core. 
Twist front foot in. 

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on 
pads. 

 

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before each 
new combo. Elbows and 
pads in close means 
punches will be better & 
is safer for pad holder  

The Right Cross   
Pad holder has 

elbow in tight – 
even touching his 
torso. Catch the 
punch donʼt whack 
it. 

 

The Left Jab  
Holder has 

elbow in tight 
as in Right 
Cross. Keep 
same stance. 

 

The Left Uppercut  
Holder turns pad 

down, chest height. 
Open the face, so 
they can see the 
dot. Elbow in tight. 

 
 

The Right 
Uppercut 

Same as Left 
Uppercut. Pad 
holder should 
stay in fighting 
stance too.  

Left Hook 
Pad Holder should 

keep the elbow in 
close to torso, and 
open the face of the 
pad, so they can see 
the dot. 

 

The Low Left 
Jab: 

Same as Left 
Jab but itʼs 
like a lunge - 
both drop 
down. Upper 
bodies stay 
sstraight. 

 

The Low Right 
Cross: 

Same as Low Left 
Jab. It is like a 
lunge. You will both 
feel it in the legs. 
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics 
 

 

 
The Left Jab 
Tip: Head stays 

straight, push off back 
foot. Look along the arm, 
like aiming a gun. 
Corkscrew the fist so 
you hit with the front 2 
knuckles. 

 

 

 
The Right Cross 
Tip: This is your power punch, 

so “put out the cigarette” with 
your right foot. This turns the 
hip and uses the core. 
Corkscrew & Look as in the 
Jab. 

 

The Uppercut 
Tip: Turn the palm 

upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use your 
core to generate power. 
Drop & drive - try not to 
“air swing” or drop other 
(non punching) fist. 

 

The Hook 
Tip: Turn palm to the floor. 

Punch “over the brick wall” 
with a solid, straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. Never 
“wild swing”. Use the core. 
Twist front foot in. 

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on 
pads. 

 

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before each 
new combo. Elbows and 
pads in close means 
punches will be better & 
is safer for pad holder  

The Right Cross   
Pad holder has 

elbow in tight – 
even touching his 
torso. Catch the 
punch donʼt whack 
it. 

 

The Left Jab  
Holder has 

elbow in tight 
as in Right 
Cross. Keep 
same stance. 

 

The Left Uppercut  
Holder turns pad 

down, chest height. 
Open the face, so 
they can see the 
dot. Elbow in tight. 

 
 

The Right 
Uppercut 

Same as Left 
Uppercut. Pad 
holder should 
stay in fighting 
stance too.  

Left Hook 
Pad Holder should 

keep the elbow in 
close to torso, and 
open the face of the 
pad, so they can see 
the dot. 

 

The Low Left 
Jab: 

Same as Left 
Jab but itʼs 
like a lunge - 
both drop 
down. Upper 
bodies stay 
sstraight. 

 

The Low Right 
Cross: 

Same as Low Left 
Jab. It is like a 
lunge. You will both 
feel it in the legs. 
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics 
 

 

 
The Left Jab 
Tip: Head stays 

straight, push off back 
foot. Look along the arm, 
like aiming a gun. 
Corkscrew the fist so 
you hit with the front 2 
knuckles. 

 

 

 
The Right Cross 
Tip: This is your power punch, 

so “put out the cigarette” with 
your right foot. This turns the 
hip and uses the core. 
Corkscrew & Look as in the 
Jab. 

 

The Uppercut 
Tip: Turn the palm 

upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use your 
core to generate power. 
Drop & drive - try not to 
“air swing” or drop other 
(non punching) fist. 

 

The Hook 
Tip: Turn palm to the floor. 

Punch “over the brick wall” 
with a solid, straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. Never 
“wild swing”. Use the core. 
Twist front foot in. 

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on 
pads. 

 

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before each 
new combo. Elbows and 
pads in close means 
punches will be better & 
is safer for pad holder  

The Right Cross   
Pad holder has 

elbow in tight – 
even touching his 
torso. Catch the 
punch donʼt whack 
it. 

 

The Left Jab  
Holder has 

elbow in tight 
as in Right 
Cross. Keep 
same stance. 

 

The Left Uppercut  
Holder turns pad 

down, chest height. 
Open the face, so 
they can see the 
dot. Elbow in tight. 

 
 

The Right 
Uppercut 

Same as Left 
Uppercut. Pad 
holder should 
stay in fighting 
stance too.  

Left Hook 
Pad Holder should 

keep the elbow in 
close to torso, and 
open the face of the 
pad, so they can see 
the dot. 

 

The Low Left 
Jab: 

Same as Left 
Jab but itʼs 
like a lunge - 
both drop 
down. Upper 
bodies stay 
sstraight. 

 

The Low Right 
Cross: 

Same as Low Left 
Jab. It is like a 
lunge. You will both 
feel it in the legs. 
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Correct Punching: Jab, Cross, Upper cut & Hook. Key words are in italics 
 

 

 
The Left Jab 
Tip: Head stays 

straight, push off back 
foot. Look along the arm, 
like aiming a gun. 
Corkscrew the fist so 
you hit with the front 2 
knuckles. 

 

 

 
The Right Cross 
Tip: This is your power punch, 

so “put out the cigarette” with 
your right foot. This turns the 
hip and uses the core. 
Corkscrew & Look as in the 
Jab. 

 

The Uppercut 
Tip: Turn the palm 

upwards and hit with 
front knuckles. Use your 
core to generate power. 
Drop & drive - try not to 
“air swing” or drop other 
(non punching) fist. 

 

The Hook 
Tip: Turn palm to the floor. 

Punch “over the brick wall” 
with a solid, straight fist, Keep 
elbow aligned with fist. Never 
“wild swing”. Use the core. 
Twist front foot in. 

Correct Pad Holding positions. The same punching technique – above – applies on 
pads. 

 

This is the pad position 
for “ cardio unders” 
which is used before each 
new combo. Elbows and 
pads in close means 
punches will be better & 
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TECHNIQUE TIPS - Quick Reference
(for more details see VIDEO BOXING TECHNIQUE )


